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9/11 Revisited
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Dear Dan,
Lately I have been thinking about 9/11, especially since working on the audio version of Letter 41. And at
the same time the Lord began to express His thoughts on the matter. Now, I am aware of the many
conspiracy theories that abound concerning 9/11. Even the Prophet from Wasilla believed there were
“things questionable” about how the World Trade Towers fell, and that there had been explosive charges
planted ahead of time, etc. And then there were the surrounding buildings that “must have been blown
up” by the ATF, CIA, FBI, NSA, or some other such three-letter federal agency.
And every time I heard someone spout off about a conspiracy, I knew they were missing something. There
is another three-letter organization* that is even more secret than the ones already listed above that they
never mentioned.
The Scripture records Jesus as saying;
“All authority has been given to Me
in heaven and on earth…”
Matthew 28:18
And so I have heard many variations of conspiracy theories surrounding 9/11. But no mention was ever
made of Jesus, and His will. He has a “three-letter agency”* that has already been mentioned in these
letters. They are His angels that do His will. And it is He that shapes every moment in time to bring about
the ful`illment of His Word. Every event in time happened, is happening, and will happen according to His
will, so that when He is ready;
“… He delivers the kingdom to God the Father,
when He puts an end to all rule and
all authority and power.”
1 Corinthians 15:24
No one died in the Word Trade Center tragedy on 11 September 2001 whose time had not come
according to the will of Jesus (as already stated in His Word). Even the terrorists were allowed to have
their “evil day," having all their evil activities “shaped” by “He who lets”.
If some building or structure or plane appeared to have fallen differently than technology or laws of
physics might allow, it was due to supernatural in`luence, making sure that only things to be damaged
were, only those to be hurt were, and only those whose time it was to perish from the earth did so. Put
Jesus in every inexplicable thing, study His Word, and the Truth will be found.
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Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
*OTH= Other Than Human
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